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INFORMED CONSENT FOR INTRAVENOUS THERAPY TREATMENT USING GLUTATHIONE
I, __________________________________, hereby authorize the physician, Ron Mariotti, ND, to perform the following IV
procedure: GLUTATHIONE IV on myself. Dr. Mariotti has verbally reviewed the following risks, benefits, contraindications and
precautions with me. I have indicated my understanding of each by initialing next to each statement.
Possible benefits of Glutathione:
1) ________Can prevent or reverse alcohol induced fatty liver disease, cirrhosis, hepatitis, liver tumores.
2) ________Inhibits chemical induced carcinogensis.
3) ________Improves prognosis of stroke victims.
4) ________Useful in any condition where there is risk for oxidative damage.
5) ________Useful to possibly prevent radiation injury BEFORE radiation treatment is started.
6) ________Important chelator for lead, mercury, cadmium, and arsenic.
7) ________Important role in immune function via white blood cell production and is a potent antiviral agent.
8) ________It is possibly one of the strongest anti-cancer agents made in the body.
9) ________Glutathione levels decrease with age. Glutathione is involved in cellular differentiation and slows the aging process.
POSSIBLE RISKS OF GLUTATHIONE:
1) ________ Possible allergic response to IV infusion of glutathione.
2) ________ Theoretical interaction with Chemotherapy and/or Radiation therapy thereby decreasing effectiveness of those
treatments.
CONTRAINDICATIONS:
1) ________Possible theoretical contraindication in conjunction with cancer chemotherapy and/or radiation but this is controversial.
CAUTIONS:
1) _______ Possible theoretical cautions in conjunction with cancer chemotherapy and/or radiation but this is controversial.
POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS:
1) _______Hexhemer reactions: body aches, nausea, and occasionally headaches, mild diarrhea and chills without fever.
2) _______Anxiety
3) _______Allergic reaction
Keep in mind that some of these (Hexhemer reactions: body aches, nausea, and occasionally headaches, mild diarrhea and chills
without fever), fatigue skin eruptions flu-like symptoms, can be due to detoxification effects stimulated by Glutathione.
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